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Electrical industry is no longer seen as a service to fulfill electrical 
requirement. Nowadays, the industry is more on business, and the utilities 
seek profits through efficient energy generation and supply. In order to 
maximize profits, the energy providers or utilities conduct economic 
load dispatch (ELD) process, where energy is feasibly generated and 
delivered to satisfy consumers’ needs. However, the method is restricted 
by several constraints that cause challenges in providing satisfying 
energy dispatch. Therefore, this research proposes a new computational 
technique termed as Differential Evolution Immunized Ant Colony 
Optimization (DEIANT) as an approach to solve the complex economic 
dispatch process. DEIANT is developed through hybridizing Ant Colony 
Optimization (ACO), Differential Evolution (DE) and Artificial Immune 
System (AIS) together. The coding were written in MATLAB (Matrix 
Laboratory) software. The development of DEIANT technique is 
consequently utilized to solve ELD, which is performed on IEEE 30, 57 
and 118 Reliable Test Systems (RTS). These test systems are also used 
to perform the study for the whole research. New economic emission 
dispatch (EED) solving techniques termed as pollutant-based and fuel-
based EED have been consequently developed. This is to address the 
emission release during energy producing process. For this study, three 
fossil-fuels namely petroleum, coal, and natural gas are highlighted. These 
fossil-fuels combustion produces different pollutants including carbon 
oxides (COx), sulphur oxides (SOx), and nitrogen oxides (NOx). The 

This thesis describes the development of Electrical Engineering students’ 
performance prediction model using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
based on SIMS data from three generations of   Matriculation and Diploma 
students. It was observed that there was a certain pattern or trend between 
the strong ability students and the weaker ones in terms of performance. 
The strong ability students managed to graduate steadily with high 
CGPA upon graduation, while the weaker ones tend to waver and finally 
graduate with minimum CGPA or even extended for another one or two 
semesters to complete the required credit hours. The Grade Points (GP) 
of fundamental subjects attempted at semester one was used as inputs to 
the developed Neural Network Students’ Performance Prediction Model 
(NNSPPM) to predict the output which is CGPA8 upon graduation. The 
fundamental subjects strongly influenced the overall performance of 
students. The NNSPPM was then tested with another set of input data 
consisting GP of subjects at semester three to see the predicted output. 
The NNSPPM was further validated with a different set of data, namely 
Diploma students taking the same subjects at semester three, sitting the 
same set of examination questions as that of Matriculation students. The 
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pollutant-based EED determines the type and level of the pollutants. On 
the other hand, fuel-based EED determines the emission level based on 
the type of fuel consumed by a particular generator. DEIANT is utilized 
as the optimization engine to minimize the emission level. Combined 
load-emission dispatch (CLED) technique, which combines ELD and 
EED simultaneously is proposed. Multi-objective approach is used to 
solve the CLED through the implementation of weight-sum technique. 
This approach allows utilities to create trade-off relations or preferences 
between the operating cost and emission level. DEIANT technique is 
also utilized to optimize the operating cost and emission level. Next, 
this research proposes fuzzy logic multi-fuelled dynamic economic load 
dispatch (FzMF-DELD) to solve multi-fuel selection process. Multi-
fuel selection occurs on generators that consume more than one type 
of fuel. However, different level of output power requires different 
type of fuel. FzMF-DELD uses fuzzy logic to select the suitable fuel 
based on the fuel price and required output power. This technique is 
proven to provide better fuel-selection as compared to conventional 
piecewise fuel-selection method. DEIANT is utilized to optimize the 
operating cost and emission level based on the selected fuel. Based on 
the comparative studies between DEIANT, ACO, PSO, and EP, it is 
revealed that the proposed optimization technique is superior and more 
reliable in terms of computing lower operating cost, emission level, 
power loss, and computation time.

trend and pattern of predicted output seemed to hold true for all three 
different cases. It was found that at lower CGPA8, the predicted output 
is higher than the actual CGPA8; while at high CGPA8, the predicted is 
lower than the actual CGPA8 for the Matriculation and Diploma students. 
Subsequently a second method, Linear Regression was used to predict 
the final CGPA. GP of subjects scored by students form the independent 
while the CGPA8 formed the dependent variable. However, when the 
coefficient of Correlation R was compared between the two methods, 
NN method was found to be more accurate in terms of prediction. The 
Mean Square Error or Residual is almost the same in both methods. Thus 
the fundamental subjects at semester one or three have direct impact on 
CGPA8. The fundamental subjects strongly influenced performance of 
students. By using the prediction model, strategic intervention   by the 
academic advisors can be offered to the underachieving students once 
detected by the model.




